Nuclear export of certain HIV-1 mRNAs requires an interaction between the viral Rev protein and the Rev response element (RRE), a structured element located in the Env region of its RNA genome. This interaction is an attractive target for both drug design and gene therapy, exemplified by RevM10, a transdominant negative protein that, when introduced into host cells, disrupts viral mRNA export. However, two silent G->A mutations in the RRE (RRE61) confer RevM10 resistance, which prompted us to examine RRE structure using a novel chemical probing strategy. Variations in region III/IV/V of mutant RNAs suggest a stepwise rearrangement to RevM10 resistance. Mass spectrometry was used to directly assess Rev ''loading'' onto RRE and its variants, indicating that this is unaffected by RNA structural changes. Similarity in chemical footprints with mutant protein implicates additional host factors in RevM10 resistance.
xport of a subset of HIV-1 mRNAs is a crucial process in the life cycle mediated by the Rev protein. Although completely spliced viral mRNA is transported to the cytoplasm without a need for Rev, export of unspliced or partially spliced transcripts mandates binding of Rev to the Rev response element (RRE), a structural feature present in these RNA species. The Rev-RRE complex subsequently interacts with cellular factors, such as CRM1 (1, 2) ; Ran-GTP (3); and, perhaps, eIF-5A (4), to facilitate export.
The Rev nuclear localization signal (NLS), located near the N terminus, is an arginine-rich domain (5) that mediates import (6) and RRE binding (7, 8) . The NLS is also flanked by regions implicated in Rev multimerization (9, 10) . The nuclear export signal (NES), located near the C terminus, is a leucine-rich domain (11, 12) that interacts with the nuclear export factor CRM1 (2) . Because Rev function is vital for viral replication, it is an attractive target for drug design and gene therapy. In one study, a Rev variant (RevM10), carrying two mutations in the NES, induced a transdominant negative phenotype and, when introduced into human T-cells, disrupted export of Revdependent viral mRNAs (13) . A number of gene therapy vectors (14) (15) (16) have been devised to deliver RevM10, and a phase 1 clinical trial was been performed in ref.
14.
The precise mechanism by which RevM10 inhibits Rev function is unknown. Selection for viral resistance in infected cell cultures, using virus derived from the NL4-3 molecular clone, demonstrated, surprisingly, that silent mutations at nucleotides (nts) 164 (G:A164) and 245 (G:A254) in the RRE (designated RRE61) induced resistance to RevM10 (17) . Because the Env sequence is unaffected by these mutations, this implies structural differences in the mutant RNA. We therefore used selective 2Ј-hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer extension (SHAPE) (18) to derive secondary structures of WT and mutant RREs at single nucleotide resolution.
Our work illustrates that the two silent G:A mutations create an RRE with structural alterations in region III/IV/V. The G:A164 mutation enforces a two stem-loop motif in region III/IV but in vitro fails to confer RevM10 resistance, whereas the G:A245 mutation alone was sufficient to invoke the RRE61 structure. Through our analysis of mutations constituting the RRE61 phenotype, we propose that the NL4-3 isolate of HIV-1 achieves resistance to RevM10 by stepwise altering RRE structure. We also used mass spectrometry and SHAPE to monitor the stoichiometry and position of Rev binding to the native and RRE61 RNAs, respectively. The former approach indicates that Rev binding to RRE61 is unaltered by the structural change and that Rev binds the WT and mutant RREs in monomeric increments. A complementary SHAPE analysis also indicates that Rev and trans-dominant RevM10 binding affects the same nucleotides in the primary Rev binding site of both the WT and RRE61 RNAs. Our observation that silent nucleotide changes can dramatically affect structure and function illustrates the dynamic nature of the RRE. loops, bulges, junctions, etc.), the RNA adopts conformations allowing formation of a nucleophilic 2Ј-oxyanion that reacts with NMIA to form a bulky 2Ј-O adduct (Fig. S2 ). Primer extension with an end-labeled DNA primer creates a cDNA library corresponding to stops at sites of adduct formation in the RNA when analyzed by high resolution gel electrophoresis.
Fig . 1A shows the sites of adduct formation for both RNAs. Band intensities were quantified at every site and absolute reactivity computed by subtracting the background of the sample lacking NMIA. Using the reactivity profile of an RNA cassette of known structure, we normalized both RNAs to generate histograms highlighting reactivity at each position (Fig. 1B) .
Structure of the Native RRE. We classify NMIA reactivity as high (Ͼ21%), moderate (10-21%), low (5-10%), and nonreactive (Ͻ5%), which is used to constrain the folding prediction algorithm RNAstructure 4.4. A position with reactivity Ͼ21% is defined as single-stranded, whereas 10-21% would be either single-stranded, adjacent to a G-U pair in the stem or adjacent to a single-stranded nucleotide (e.g., a bulge, junction, top of stem). The predicted model was then obtained based upon SHAPE data (Fig. 2 ). Reactivities were superimposed on our predicted secondary structure model of the native RRE (Fig. S3) .
Analysis of the native RRE confirms four structured regions: I, IIA/IIB/IIC, and III/IV and V (19, 20) . Region I comprises a single large anchoring stem spanning nts 60-95 and 253-291. High to moderate NMIA reactivity is observed at nucleotides 83-86, 258, 263-265, 270, 275, and 285, corresponding to bulges in the stem. However, high and moderately reactive nucleotides were also noted at nucleotides 95, 257, 262, 276, and 277. In SHAPE, this is occasionally observed at the end of helices, in particular the 3Ј end, but if the partner opposite the reactive nucleotide is non-or moderately reactive, then the pair is represented as existing in a secondary structure. In our case, high reactivity is noted at nucleotides 257 and 262, but no reactivity is seen at their pairing partners C91 or G87; thus, the pairs are represented as shown. Moderate hits at nucleotides 95 and 276 are adjacent to highly reactive A96 and A275 bulges and thus are accepted by the parameters set by the structure prediction algorithm. A275 is one of the most reactive positions in the RRE. This single bulged base is flanked on one side by two A-U pairs and on the other by a G-U pair, which appears to increase the local flexibility of A275 and its accessibility to NMIA.
Region IIA/IIB/IIC spans nucleotides 97-162 containing the stem duplex IIA and stem loops IIB and IIC. Again, high to moderate NMIA reactivity at nucleotides 102-106, 116-118, 126, 129-136, 143-148, and 153-156 indicates both stem-loops and bulges. Region III/IV/V spans nucleotides 164-252 and contains two stem-loops (III/IV and V). As expected, almost all high and moderate NMIA-reactive nucleotides of this domain are within stem-loops, bulges, and junctions of the RNA. We also observed minimal reactivity at nucleotides 216-218, located between stem III/IV and stem V, raising the possibility this site might participate in long-range interactions.
Structural Changes in Region III/IV/V of RRE61. As indicated earlier, RRE61 RNA migrated slower than WT RRE during nondenaturing gel electrophoresis. (Fig. S1 ). Consistent with this observation, RRE61 acquired a different 2Ј-O adduct profile in region III/IV/V (Fig. 1) , suggesting an alternative conformation. This notion was supported by the folding algorithm when constrained by our SHAPE data.
NMIA reactivity profiles were superimposed on the secondary structure model of RRE61 RNA (Fig. S3 ) and the two G:A mutations highlighted as open circles (Fig. 3) . Comparing models of the native (Fig. 2 ) and RRE61 RNAs (Fig. 3) indicated that while regions I and IIA/IIB/IIC are identical, region III/IV/V was significantly altered. In particular, the extended stem-loop III/IV (Fig. 2 ) was resolved into two stem loops (defined here as III and extended IV), whereas stem V decreased by 4 bp (Fig.  3 ). High to moderate NMIA reactivity was again observed in mainly single-stranded regions, outlining loops, bulges, and junctions of RRE61. One striking feature was a lack of reactivity at the 195-196, 214-215 bulge in extended stem IV. However, precedents for noncanonical, structurally-important C-A and G-A base pairs have been demonstrated in catalytic RNA (21, 22) .
Effect of Individual RRE Mutations. Because two G -ϾA mutations allow RRE61 RNA to adopt a new configuration in region III/IV/V, we evaluated the contribution of each to RRE structure and RevM10 resistance. The mutations were individually introduced into a proviral clone to produce viruses that were grown in the presence of RevM10. Virus containing the G:A245 mutation replicated well, indicating that it alone was sufficient to convey most of the RevM10-resistance, although these viruses replicated less well than the double RRE61 mutant. The G:A164 mutant and WT virus were RevM10-sensitive, although in this experiment some breakthrough growth was seen in both cultures at 21 days (Fig. 4) . Thus, G:A 164 may contribute somewhat to resistance in combination with G:A254 but not by itself. In a control experiment, the replication capability of each HIV-1 variant in the absence of RevM10 was similar (Fig. S4) .
We next probed the contribution of each mutation to RRE structure. RNAs were folded and resolved by nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Mutant G:A164 migrated analogous to the native RRE, and mutant G:A245 to RevM10-resistant RRE61 (Fig. S5) . SHAPE experiments and comparative step plots were performed to analyze the two mutants. When the profiles of the RRE61 and the G:A245 RNAs were superimposed, no significant changes were observed (Fig. 5A ). As expected, the folding algorithm constrained by SHAPE had indicated a secondary structure in which stem IV was extended by 4 bp, whereas stem V was decreased by the same amount (Fig.  5C ). Thus, in vitro replication kinetics, native gel analysis and chemical footprinting clearly indicate that the G:A245 mutation alone suffices to mimic the RRE61 structure.
When the NMIA reactivity profiles of the native RRE and mutant G:A164 were superimposed, significant differences were observed, suggesting this RNA adopted another conformation (Fig. 5B) . The folding algorithm constrained by SHAPE predicted a two stem-loop motif for extended loop IV (Fig. 5D ) that was significantly shorter than the equivalent motif of RRE61 and mutant G:A245. At the same time, stem-loop V resembled that of the WT RRE. Taken together, these observations demonstrate that mutant G:A164 adopts a hybrid structure combining features of the WT and RevM10-resistant RREs.
Monitoring Rev Binding by Mass Spectrometry and Chemical Footprinting. We next used FT-ICR mass spectrometry to examine if the stoichiometry of Rev binding to WT and RRE61 RNAs was affected. The RNAs initially appear in two ionization states corresponding to a mass of Ϸ89 kDa (Fig. 6 A and B) . Titrating Rev onto the RRE resulted in additional peaks corresponding to masses of Ϸ102, 115, and 128 kDa. The mass increment of each peak was Ϸ13 kDa, i.e., that of a Rev monomer. Mass spectrometry thus provided a convenient means of directly assessing Rev stoichiometry. Surprisingly, no significant difference in Rev binding to the WT and mutant RNAs was observed.
The effect of Rev binding to native and RRE61 RNA was also monitored by SHAPE (Fig. 6 C and D) . Similar changes in NMIA reactivity were observed in both stem I and region IIA/IIB/IIC. In stem I, many nucleotides in the bulge containing nucleotides 83-86, 263-265 became constrained. In region IIA/ IIB/IIC, previously flexible nucleotides at positions 103-106, 126, 129, and 131 become constrained, corresponding with previous NMR assignments (23) defining the primary Rev binding site. Moreover, nucleotides 133 and 134 also become constrained. Strikingly, many of the constrained positions along with nucleotides 133 and 134 lie on the same face of the RNA (Fig. S6) suggesting the N terminus of the arginine-rich region in the NMR structure affords additional protection. Because we are using full-length Rev and not the arginine-rich peptide examined by NMR, we infer that another region of Rev may lie next to this RNA face. Rev also induces similar global effect on both RNAs in region IIA/IIB/IIC. Positions 102, and 154-157 are more flexible, highlighting that protein binding induces stem IIA to melt by 2 bp.
The similarity between RRE and RRE61 RNA in their primary Rev binding site and in stem I suggest binding is not influenced by the alternative structure assumed by the latter. However, NMIA reactivity at several positions in region III/ IV/V of the WT RRE is modified when this region is resolved into in the individual stem-loops of RRE61 (Fig. 6 C and D) . This was particularly evident for nucleotides 238 and 236, which become more constrained. We also observed that nucleotides 95 and 96 are more flexible after Rev binding.
Interaction of RevM10 with RRE and RRE61. Since few differences between Rev binding to RRE and RRE61 were noted, we considered the possibility that RevM10 resistance reflected the manner in which the WT and RRE61 RNAs bound the mutant protein. SHAPE experiments were repeated using purified RevM10. However, equivalent regions of enhanced or reduced NMIA susceptibility were observed on both RRE and RRE61, regardless of the protein source (data not shown).
Discussion Structural Basis of RevM10
Resistance. The significance of adopting different conformations in region III/IV/V of the HIV-1 RRE on virus replication is not immediately clear. However, two silent mutations underlying RevM10 resistance may offer some insight. In the study in ref. 17 , of nine clones derived from resistant virus arising after passage in cells expressing RevM10, all contained the G:A164 mutation, whereas three had the additional G:A245 mutation and 3 had changes that led to changes in the envelope protein sequence. The three mutations that changed the envelope protein sequence failed to grow when built back into virus and thus were not studied further (ref. 17 and T.E.H., D.R. and M.-L.H. unpublished data). Although a small sampling, this distribution makes a strong case that the G:A164 mutation arose first. However, when this mutation was introduced into pNL4-3 and virus was grown in cells expressing RevM10, its replication kinetics (Fig. 4) was not very different from the WT virus.
Analysis of the prototype sequences in the HIV sequence database reveals that G at position 164 of the RRE is present only in a few of the clade B isolates (Ϸ15%). The predominant residue at that position is usually an A. Thus, the NL4-3 RRE appears to change to the more common sequence, before selecting the G:A245 mutation.
Our structural data indicates that the G:A164 mutation enforces a two stem loop motif in region III/IV of the RNA (Fig.  5 B and D) . Initial exposure to RevM10 virus apparently selects for a mutation enforcing a two stem-loop motif (Fig. S7) . However, the motif induced by the G:A164 mutation is not the same structure observed in RRE61, but a hybrid of the native RRE and RRE61 (Fig. S7) . One possibility is that by adopting a G:A164 mutation, sufficient low-level virus replication to acquire the second, G:A245, mutation is permitted, leading to RevM10 resistance by adopting the final RRE61 structure. Strikingly, by employing only two silent mutations, NL4-3 can alter RRE structure without expending much energy in the process. Moreover, retention of the G:A164 mutation does not appear critical, because SHAPE analysis suggests that the G:A245 mutation alone induces the same structure (Fig. 5C ) and confers equivalent RevM10 resistance as RRE61 (Fig. 4) . Our data also imply that isolates of HIV-1 that already have the A mutation at position 164, may be able to more readily develop resistance.
Rev Binds the RRE in Monomeric Increments. Current literature suggests that HIV-1 Rev interacts with nucleotides 103-106 and 123-131 (23) of RRE region IIA/IIB/IIC, then multimerizes (10), using domains flanking the NLS, and ultimately binds secondary targets in other regions, in particular stem I. We therefore asked whether Rev binds the RRE as a monomer or in a multimeric state and whether structural changes in RRE61 influenced Rev binding. RRE and RRE61, with masses of Ϸ89 kDa, are among the largest RNAs to be analyzed by mass spectrometry. When we add Rev at a 1:1 protein:RNA ratio, a new peak of mass Ϸ102 kDa indicates that Rev initially associates with the RRE as a monomer. Increasing Rev concentration led to new peaks whose mass increments again correspond to momomeric Rev. However, we cannot discern if additional molecules multimerize with the primary Rev or bind elsewhere on the RRE. Regardless, our data suggest that Rev multimerization is dependent on the RRE because mass spectrometry indicates the free protein exists in a monomeric state under the conditions we have used (data not shown).
Despite the altered RRE61 structure, Rev occupancy of branched stem-loop IIA/IIB/IIC was unaffected. At the same time, significant structural changes between RRE and RRE61, in particular rearrangement of region III/IV into individual stem-loops III and IV, prevent a direct comparison of potential secondary binding sites. However, acylation sensitivity at the apex of stem-loop III/IV of the WT RRE suggests another site may be occupied at elevated Rev concentrations. Saturation of the region surrounding the primary Rev binding site (branched stem-loop IIA/IIB/IIC) could globally affect RRE structure, allowing this and stem-loop III/IV to be ''bridged'' by an additional Rev molecule as a means of presenting a new binding surface to accessory factors involved in RNA export. If the structure adopted by RRE61 sufficed to bind accessory proteins in lower levels of functional Rev, the inhibitory effect of RevM10 would be negated. This hypothesis also implies that RevM10 interrupts bridging, rather than the primary Rev binding event.
Although the use of subgenomic heterologous reporter constructs suggest stem-loop II is the only region required for Rev function (24, 25) , other studies, using less artificial constructs, highlight the importance of sequences throughout the RRE (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) . For example, mutations that disrupt the stem of stem-loop V create a nonfunctional RRE in both HIV-1 (26) and HIV-2 (31). Another study, using oligonucleotides complementary to the stem of stem-loop V, showed that such oligonucleotides were 9-fold more active in blocking Rev-RRE function in vivo compared with oligonucleotides directed to the primary Rev binding site, i.e., stem loop II (32) . In addition, Rev also has cytoplasmic affects on HIV RNA utilization (33, 34) , supporting the view that Rev and RRE function is more complicated than the simple model that it merely serves as an adapter to bring CRM1 to the RNA cargo. Many of these studies have used HIV virus or constructs that make intact unchanged HIV proteins from genuine viral mRNAs. Finally, although our observations indicate the Rev/RRE system merits further examination, the notion that silent nucleotide changes have such a dramatic effects on structure and function suggests the RRE could adapt to alter the level of virus expression as suggested (35) .
Experimental Procedures
Retroviral RNAs. RNAs were prepared by in vitro transcription, using the MEGAshortscript T7 Kit (Ambion). RNAs were purified by denaturing gel Replication of HIV with Altered RREs in CEM/14M10B Cells. Supernatants from 293 T cells transfected with NL4 -3 proviral clones containing WT or variant RREs were used to infect 5 ϫ 10 6 CEM/14M10B cells in a 5-ml culture. Input virus was normalized using RT activity of the supernatant. Cultures were sampled for p24 activity released into the medium every 3-4 days, at which time, 3 ml was removed and replaced with fresh medium. CEM/14M10B cells are a clonal isolate of CEM cells containing a modified LXSN retroviral vector expressing RevM10.
Rev Binding and Isomerization Experiments.
All experiments were performed using 10 -15 M solutions of each RNA by dilution of stock solutions into 180 mM ammonium acetate (pH 7.0). Before use, samples were heated to 95°C for 5 min. and slowly cooled to allow proper folding. Binding experiments were initiated by adding Rev at room temperature to a final RNA:protein ratio of 1:1, 1:3, and 1:5.
Mass Spectrometry. Analyses were performed on a Bruker Daltonics Apex III FTICR mass spectrometer equipped with a 7T actively-shielded superconducting magnet and a nano-ESI source. Desolvation temperature, skimmer voltage, and other source parameters were optimized for observing intact, noncovalent protein-RNA complexes (36) . Analyte solutions were mixed with iso-propanol before analysis (final concentration 10% vol/vol) to assist desolvation. Five-l samples were loaded into the nano-electrospray needle, and a spray voltage of Ͻ1 kV was applied to the solution through a stainless steel wire. Spectra were acquired in negative ionization mode and processed using XMASS 7.0.2 (Bruker Daltonics). Scans were completed in broadband mode that allowed for a typical 150,000 resolving power at m/z 2,000.
